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Who are we?

Likewise is a small charity in Camden with a long 
history of supporting people across the community and 
promoting social inclusion. We work with people from 
all backgrounds and circumstances to support wellbeing, 
community and independent living. We run:

• A Community Wellbeing Centre where any adult can 
come and be themselves, socialise, seek some emotional 
or practical support and engage in an array of wellbeing 
activities like walking, colouring-in, art therapy or baking.

• 1-to-1 floating support, where we work with adults on a  
1-to-1 basis to flexibly meet their needs. This can take place 
in people’s homes, in the community or at our centre.

Our work is all about building mutual, authentic relationships – 
where we seek to understand a person in all of their wholeness and 
complexity, work alongside them to find out what support they might 
need or want, and work flexibly and holistically to make that happen.

We see ourselves as fundamentally being a learning organisation. 
People are complicated, mental health is complicated and 
that means our work is complicated. We don’t think we 
have all the answers (in fact we know we don’t have all the 
answers) but we do think we’ve learnt a lot about how we can 
work with the complicated, the messy, and the chaotic.

We understand that every individual is unique and therefore, as 
workers, we’re constantly evolving and adding the necessary 
skills to our toolkit that mean we can work with difference, 
but also that we fundamentally see everyone as having 
far more in common than what makes them different.
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Where do you fit in?

SHARING OUR LEARNING

As a learning organisation we’re keen to share our learning. We 
feel strongly about the people we work with, about broad, inclusive 
communities, promotion of wellbeing, and about what good care 
looks like – and this is something we want to share with the Health 
and Social Care sector and beyond. This is where you come in…

Our hope is that for each and every person that 
joins the Likewise team as part of our placement 
programme, you’ll leave our organisation:

• With a better understanding of how to 
look after your own wellbeing 

• Better positioned to support the wellbeing of others 
in your personal networks and community

• Equipped with the front-line experience, emotional 
intelligence and the skills needed to deliver high 
quality care, which can be taken into your careers in 
the Social Care, Health or Social Justice sectors.

We think the best way to learn is by doing – by being hands-
on, front-line and experiencing the work for yourself. Whilst 
on a placement with us this is exactly what you’ll be doing.

This is an opportunity to experience real-life working in the sector, 
and that means it’s not an easy placement. Remember: people are 
complicated, mental health is complicated and that means what we 
do is complicated, so you’ll need to be ready to step outside your 
comfort zone, to be open to learning, to be curious, prepared to work 
hard and be inquisitive. If you can bring all of that, we’re ready to 
give you the experience and skills necessary to kick start your career.
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VALUING YOUR CONTRIBUTION

At Likewise, we’re not a therapeutic service ourselves. However we 
absolutely recognise the importance and value of therapeutic support, 
and we know that this is something that can be largely inaccessible 
and unaffordable – especially when it comes to the provision of 
creative therapies. Therefore what you have to offer is really valuable.

You will be providing much needed accessible and affordable 
creative therapies to adults across the Camden community; that 
is clients and community members involved with Likewise, as 
well as the clients of our partner organisations such as Mind 
in Camden. Our hope is that you can allow individuals:

• To try something new
• To experience a different way of engaging in their wellbeing
• To explore what value a therapeutic relationship may hold for them

....and that through you being part of the Likewise team, 
individuals are supported to access this within a service, space 
and community that is familiar and safe, and therefore hopefully 
makes the transition into something new that little bit easier
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What will your placement 
look like day-to-day?

Your placement will be just as varied and diverse 
as the people you’ll be working with.

You’ll be working in a therapeutic capacity (individually and/
or in groups) where you’ll develop your therapeutic practice, 
and you’ll be working in a non-therapeutic capacity where you’ll 
have the opportunity to develop a range of transferable skills 
including relationship building, communication, understanding 
of mental health, whilst also experiencing first hand what other 
mental health supports look and feel like and therefore what the 
support network of your future clients might look and feel like.

In the initial few weeks of your placement, you can expect to 
be involved in the planning, design and marketing of your 
therapeutic offer. With the support of staff this will enable 
you to develop your leadership and project management 
skills, whilst taking ownership over your offer. You’ll:

• Create a clear therapeutic offer that describes to clients 
and referrer’s what your creative therapy is, the format 
(individual/group – face-to-face or remote), the number of 
sessions available, how to get involved or make a referral.

• Work with our designer to brand your offer 
(design it up within the Likewise branding)

• Be supported to advertise the offer: within Likewise, on 
the Likewise website, locally to the community, and with 
our partner organisations such as Mind in Camden.
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Once the placement is up and running, depending on your 
university requirements for placement, you might:

• Lead one-to-one therapeutic sessions: You’ll offer one-to-one 
creative therapy to adults, for up to 16 sessions per person, with 
flexibility to extend to 20 sessions if there are changes within the 
final weeks of the offer (for example bereavement or crisis).

• Lead or co-lead group therapeutic sessions: You’ll facilitate open, 
group creative therapy spaces for adults as apart of the array of 
wellbeing activities on offer at Likewise. Depending on how many 
students are with us and on what days, you may find that you’re co-
leading this space with another creative therapy student. This might 
be someone from the same creative therapy as you, or someone 
from another creative therapy – these are great opportunities to 
learn from a different approach. In either instance, this will allow 
you to develop your team-working skills and to provide mutual 
support and facilitation of one another’s learning and practice.

• Leading non-therapeutic support: As mentioned above, you’ll engage 
in the day-to-day work of Likewise, which is non- therapeutic, holistic, 
emotional and practical support. This could be involvement in:

 — 1-to-1 floating support: Ongoing, individual support. 
This will look different for every individual but it might 
involve providing companionship and practical support 
in the home, support to engage with activity or clinical 
supports within the community, or remote support to provide 
emotional support and mental health management.

 — Lighter touch wellbeing support: In response to Covid-19 
we’ve been increasingly providing friendly, light touch 
phone calls to clients to check in on their wellbeing, ensure 
their physical needs are being met and combat isolation. 
Despite being light touch, many of these clients will also 
have substantial or long-term mental ill-health conditions.

 — Group Activity: You might be involved in running an 
activity group, such as art, singing, or a general drop-
in and chat group. This might be run by Likewise or by 
Mind in Camden and it might be small, socially distanced 
groups or it may be run remotely via video conference.

You can expect to engage in about 2 hours of non-
therapeutic client work per day of placement
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• Partnership Working: Most individuals you work with will have 
a Pod Leader or Key Worker within Likewise or Mind who is 
directly responsible for the coordination and provision of care. 
This means you’ll be working as part of an inter-disciplinary team, 
working collaboratively and cohesively to support that individual.

This will enable you to seek support and advice from staff and 
key workers, and to seamlessly pass on information to ensure 
the duty of care to the client is met by the organisation.

It’s worth noting at this stage that both duty of care and 
confidentiality sit with the organisation, not any individual worker 
and this expectation is set with the client from the very start. 

Whilst this obviously doesn’t mean you need to pass 
on every bit of information that arises, it does mean 
that concerns, changes in wellbeing/circumstances, 
safeguarding and safety matters must be passed on.

• Record keeping and administration: Throughout the placement 
you’ll record your client sessions on our secure client database 
VIEWS (you’ll receive training in this). You’ll also be undertaking 
administration tasks that support your role – organising 
your workload and scheduling sessions with clients directly, 
planning group activities, involvement in team meetings etc.

• Supervision: Alongside your clinical supervision, you’ll have 
regular group or individual supervision within Likewise. 
Your supervisor will support, guide and challenge you to 
get the most out of your learning journey, and point you 
back to your clinical supervisor where necessary.
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Naming the elephant in  
the room: Covid-19

Coronavirus has had and is continuing to have a massive 
impact on our work. In ordinary times you’d be based in our 
office and community wellbeing centre, but this is unfortunately 
closed until we’re able to re-open again and so a large 
amount of your work may be occurring from home.

Of course when we are able to work in the centre 
again, face-to- face we will do so, but the reality is that 
we don’t yet know when it will be safe to do so.

This means that your therapeutic support is likely to be remote 
(phone or Zoom), especially initially, and that groups or 
other support you’re involved in may also be remote.

We are doing some face-to-face work outside the centre (e.g. in 
people’s homes, outside) and so it may be that you’re involved in 
some face-to-face work, particularly in the non-therapeutic aspect 
of your work. We are of course taking every measure to ensure 
your work is safe; we have strict policy and procedures in place 
taking account of all relevant national and sector guidelines 
and are providing you with the training and materials (e.g. PPE) 
necessary to ensure you’re confident in safe working practice.
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Supporting you to transition 
into your career

We’re conscious that for most of you we’re going to be a stepping 
stone in your career. This ties in perfectly with our desire to 
share learning with the sector by creating graduates who are 
equipped with the front-line experience, emotional intelligence 
and the skills needed to deliver high quality care, which can

be taken into your careers in the Social Care, Health or Social 
Justice sectors. Our hope is that, after your time with us, you’ll be 
ready to hit the ground running in whatever career you choose.

This means giving you the experiences and learning necessary. 
It also means making your CV look great. Through our formal 
training offers, we hit both these birds with one stone.

Whilst you’re with us, you’ll have access to several formal 
training offers , recognised across the sector – free of cost.

Given you’ll likely only be with us 1-2 days per week, these 
opportunities are likely to be on top of your placement 
commitment. They’re run in a two hour fortnightly format 
to make this as accessible as possible, as where you’re 
able to, we really recommend your participation.

The Training offer includes:

 ✔ Mental Health First Aid – In this course you will learn 
to recognise early signs of mental health problems and 
signs of worsening, existing, mental health problems, 
as well as how to respond appropriately to assist 
people in your community, family or workplace.

Like traditional first aid, Mental Health First Aid does not teach 
people to treat or diagnose mental health or substance use 
conditions. Instead, you will gain practical skills to offer initial 
support to someone experiencing a mental health problem, 
until appropriate professional help is received or the crisis 
resolves, while keeping yourself and the individual safe.
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 ✔ Red Cross First Aid – Traditional first aid, run by the Red Cross, 
which will prepare you to respond to an array of different physical 
health emergencies to keep both the person and yourself safe.

 ✔ The Care Certificate – The nationalised induction for workers 
in the Social Care sector, which ensures your practise meets 
the national standards for high quality and safe care in the 
UK. Covering 15 modules and delivered with a Likewise 
spin, this course will teach a wide array of skills and 
knowledge that will be essential to your work in the sector 
and leave you with nationally recognised certificate.

So slap that on your CV!

Of course, it goes without saying that as staff we’re also here to 
answer any questions you have about working in the sector, provide 
advice and guidance where we can – and at the end of your 
placement, provide you with a reference outlining your work with us.
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Feedback from  
previous students

Here’s some more feedback from previous students:

I think, because we are immersed in such a 
diverse community here, we sort of have the 
upper-hand in our learning just because, I think, 
a lot of people when they think of mental health, 
they think of it in a very textbook kind of way.

My placement was a ‘petri dish for 
learning’ – about emotions, about 
the sector, about myself, about EQ.

At the start if there was something that I was 
uncomfortable with I would be like okay and then step 
away, but now I find myself digging deeper and I feel 
more inquisitive and I feel more curious about where 
they have been. Mentally I feel stronger, more built up.

I do like that from the beginning you guys made it 
so open, like it’s ok if you make mistakes because 
I think if you guys didn’t make that prominent 
people will be a lot more afraid to do anything.
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My supervision… it’s kind of transformed the way I 
see people. And being a good listener, it has really 
helped to stepping back and thinking wow you 
wouldn’t have realized how much someone has 
gone through and where they started and ended. 
It’s a huge eye opener just to life in general.

I now have more knowledge about mental health 
and how it varies between each individual. I am 
more aware of the way in which I can help others 
not only those I know but others in the community.

Certain things just got me really anxious. So there 
was one visit in particular, her house was just in really 
bad condition. And the first shadow visit I went on 
with my Pod Leader, even she could tell that I was 
just like, it was like I was frozen – I didn’t know what 
to do cause it was just like my worst nightmare. But, 
now I’m doing the visits and I’m completely fine. I 
think that’s because of, number one it’s the supervision 
and two, the support that you have alongside it.

I now work with people with emotional difficulties 
and my placement definitely helped me to better 
understand the personal side of these sorts of problems 
rather than the clinical or scientific side – this definitely 
has helped me when working and interacting with 
sufferers of psychiatric illness. It has also helped 
me to build resilience and learn to maintain the 
appropriate boundaries between myself and clients.
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Your application

Okay, so you know our placements are awesome – how do 
you get one? Our Recruitment Process involves 3 stages:

1. Your Application
2. Attendance at a Selection workshop
3. An individual Interview

Our placements are competitive, therefore you will only 
move onto the next stage if you have been successful 
in the preceding stage – we’ll of course always let you 
know if you will not be moving onto the next stage.

Our recruitment happens on a rolling basis every 1-2 months 
with various Selection Workshop dates available, so there is 
no deadline for applications as such. However, your Selection 
Workshop should be a minimum 3 months before your intended 
start date. This is a minimum, but you should also keep in mind 
that many students are getting organised 6-12 months in advance 
and positions may be full if you leave your application too late.

For full information on ‘How to Apply’ go to this 
section on our website. Good luck!


